How to Read the State Profile Pages
[Areas of Law] This
indicates what areas of law a
state uses to regulate tobacco
sales
on
tribal
lands.
“Compacts” refers to laws
addressing the formation and
content of compacts or tax
agreements. “Tribal Sales and
Taxation” refers to laws
addressing the sale and
taxation of tobacco on tribal
lands
to
non-tribal
consumers, and the laws that
surround the distribution of
tobacco products to tribal
distributors or retailers prior
to its ultimate sale onreservation.
1.

2. [Law Application] This
indicates whether or not the
areas of law a state addresses are specifically applied to cigarettes and/or OTP.
3. [Table: Overview of State Laws] This table indicates whether or not the laws relating
to state-tribal compacts are tobacco-specific, take precedence over existing state law in
the areas addressed by both, and whether or not states are limited as to with whom they
may compact.
4. [Compact Provisions] This indicates whether or not a state specifies what kind of
provisions a state-tribal compact should or can include.
5. [Table: Suggested or Required Compact Provisions] This table shows whether
provisions covering specific areas of tobacco sales distribution are recommended or
required for parties forming compacts with the state.
6. [Duration of Compact] This indicates the specific time frame, if any, that a state’s
tribal compacts may remain in place before renewal is required.
7. [Tax Rate for Non-Compacting Tribes] This indicates what, if any, tobacco tax rate
exists for tribes that have not negotiated a compact with the state.

8. [Table: Tax-Exempt Status
Limited To] This table indicates
which types of tribes a state
specifically indicates are exempt
from tobacco taxation.
9. [Tax-Exempt Tribes Identified
by State] This lists any tribe that a
state has specifically identified by
name as a tax-exempt group for
purposes of tobacco sales.
10. [Tobacco Sales Laws
Directed at Specific Tribe?] This
indicates whether a state has
codified tobacco laws directed at a
specific tribe.
11. [Which Tribe(s)?] Where a
state has codified laws directed at
specific tribes, this lists the
applicable tribes.
12. [Table: Which Types of
Tobacco
Require
Stamps]
This table indicates the types of tobacco products sold on-reservation that require tax
stamps.
13. [Table: Stamp Types Required for Tribal Sales] This indicates which types of tax
stamps a state uses, if any, for some or all tribal tobacco sales.
14. [Table: How State Regulates Taxation of Tobacco Sold on Tribal Lands] This
table indicates which types of tax strategies are utilized by a state with regards to tobacco
sold on tribal lands.
15. [Pre-Payment of Taxes] This indicates whether or not a state requires tribal vendors
to pre-pay state excise taxes on any tobacco products purchased for sale on tribal lands.
16. [Other Description] This describes “other” scenarios, if any, for which a state may
require pre-payment of state excise taxes by tribal vendors.
17. [Coupon System for Quota] This indicates a state’s use of a coupon or voucher
system to implement and enforce an existing quota or allotment system, wherein tribes
receive vouchers that allow for the purchase of tax-free tobacco products.

